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5-XII, Saturday, MATHURA [250], 7/29/05
Breakfast with the sparrows – a constant delight. Shower with Pat – in 

unfortunate haste. Took us an hour to clear the room out. Bill was 230 [rupees]! 
Trains, ogling office boys behind barred windows, birdies, goodbye. Quick look at 
post (none) and mailed Pat’s cards. Stopped for ½ bottle of malt whisky for Mr. S. 
Last run through congested, changeable Delhi; pleasant and relaxed and flat as 
capitals go. Arrived back at the scouts place – as usual – an hour or two behind. 

Ghandi’s memorial at Raj Ghat can’t have to do with where his ashes were 
put in at Jumna because the river is nowhere in sight. But a staid, simple, grassy 
place with a large, flat, low, square marker with “Ghandi” in Hindi and strewn with 
flowers. Courtyard around has quotes in various languages of his sayings. [small 
cubic plan] Bookshop packed with material, but no museum in sight. A peaceful, 
inspiring aura in this place.

We visited Mr. Saksena and he said that Hindu philosophy was conceived 
by men who had full stomachs and could think about God. America’s philosophy 
was conceived by men who had to battle nature and Indians and they could not 
relax and think about God. Yet though now India is hungry and America well-fed, 
the philosophies may mutate somewhat, but remain essentially the same. It’s a 
concept that never occurred to me, but seemed worthy of thought. Mrs. 
Patwardhan joined us for coffee and denied that Lucknow was worth 24 hours, 
saying that Mr. S. was prejudiced because it was his home town. The lovely 
young woman ate with us in her embroidered flowered shawl. S. had forgotten 
his pan which he consumes In great quantity with his tambaku. Food was good, 
cuminy mutton, potato with beans hot, thin dhall with caraway, yoghurt, chapatti, 
rice. Thin, delicate head-man ate with us, and black, blustery ham radio operator. 
Mr. S. came across the road with us, and we had his firm handshake and 
blessing to send us off. What a delightful old man! I really like him.

INDIAN ABBREVIATIONS
N. P. = new paisa
U.P. = Uttar Pradesh
R.K. = Rama Krishna
Cantt. = cantonment
Distt. = district
Deptt. = department
‘worthseeing’ as adjective = eminently visitable.

How many American men his age could I name who don’t have a steak of 
cynicism and regrets in them a mile long? How many are bitter, broken, 
neglected, unfulfilled? Here is a man with a large family, not prosperous, been 
through difficult times, but with a sense of direction, duty and purpose in life 
unshaken, not driven by desire for improvement of status, power, wealth, not 
expecting too much from one life, but humbly taking his place in the flow of 
humanity rather than vainly attempting to direct it. Christ, I hope I can feel the 



same sense of happiness and completion when I grow old.
For a change, I drive to Mathura. Landscape blessedly boring, except for 

the birds, it could be Western Europe. But a bright blue flash darted ahead of us 
for 100 yards today – what was it? Also parrots, iridescent, green, long beaked, 
red-legged wading bird, black & white [stilt?], town bird gray breast, red  streak 
on eye, head and back black. A peacock sans plumage and large white and gray 
fat aukish things. 
MONKEYS ON THE ROOFTOPS!

We made straight for the Jumna through very crowded market –one mile 
very slowly slightly downhill. Parked at river edge and two boatmen vied for our 
custom. I flipped coin, loser sulked. In we popped – long, flat-bottomed rowboat 

with patchy floor covered with thin sheet and patterns of chubby 18th century 
gods on them. Also rickety backrest covered with little Sivas looking like Sicilian 
peasant kiddies [or wingless Raphaelite putti]. 

The Jumna was greenish black, like bloodstone and the steady paddling 
(bamboo oars with fastened blades) took us into darkness. Monkeys outlined on 
rooftops like gargoyles. Ghats had long wide steps into the river, but not a great 
distance – buildings seemed close, lights winked on. About 25 yards from shore. 
Left bank all dunesand grass – river 3 times wider in winter, water line gray up 
sides of buildings. Hangers on include two bank tellers and one son. Small chat. 
Pat dragged fingers in warm water. This slow-down motion she loves. Quite a 
shock after nosiy, jumping [Rover]. Had tea and bits with courteous, slender lad, 
his timid wife in background. Only 22, arranged marriage, told us in detail. After 
honeymoon, wife stays with parents. 

Recommended Krishna birthplace for rest: huge modern brick platform, 
curiously half finished, with sumptuous new rest house attached. 2R each seems 
standard. Richard’s has nice loo attached. Pat and I get to sleep together, but still 
troubles. Walk thru town (as to Mayesh’s house) was very reminiscent of Venice: 
sense of water, narrow carless lanes, looming ghostly lovely buildings, stone 
sculpted like wood, fine ‘gothic’ arches, superb temple doorways half-lit. But a bit 
seedier: phone wires in mad patterns cut the view, garbage in streets, cows free 
range, tiny, crowded jolly step-up shops, much milk and sweets, no restaurants, 
ate from stand selling dall and spuds on leaves, Long sloping mile walk down 
and around parallel to unseen but felt (and smelt) river. Regret seeing none of 
the river tomorrow.

6-XII, Sunday, SIKANDRA (Agra) [255], 7-29-05
Sinohi (Gov’t soil conservationist) gave us tea in his room with a carrot, 

ginger, nut sugar mixture – mmm. He spoke of respect for American hare 
krishnas in Australia, where he went to study their farming methods. India all rich 
except for dry portions of Rajassthani. Just a matter of realizing the productivity. 
Anne [Shulenberger?] would be amazed at the apparent upsurge in canals and 
irrigation since Raj ended. Must write. Pat and I took a late and lazy stroll through 
town, seeing nothing remarkable. Old (45?!) woman bare from navel up, a 
tattooed pariah with fine-wiry knotted body, dimpled ass, delicate features, 



balancing huge kit on head; students stop and pester us (‘you are from …?” and 
“this is where Lond Krishna was born.”) “Oh?” A few fine courtyards visible here 
and there, schools, government places. We found an open square with large 
buildings shaded by palms, screened by walls. The archeological museum had 

Buddhist sculptures and stuff from 3rd BC to 5th AD all in red sandstone with a 
few variants. Bellied, smiling, breasted Lakshmis, nature scenes, light culpting, 
many found in river. 

Carmel, American middle-aged Jewoish housewife sketching husky 
standing Buddha. Sad eyes, dryly funny and frank. We spoke with her about art; 
she wqas slow and considered of speech, and friendly. Recommended Wolfflin’s 
book on art theory: each culture goes through stages – primitive, archaic, classic, 
baroque, rococo, decadent. She had been picked up by the public prosecutor of 
the town who claimed intellectual starvation and craved her companionship; she 
sympathized, spent three hours a day at his house while his wife slaved over 
stove and didn;’t eat with them. Hope we see her again. 

Took bikeshaw back to hotel in the heat; uphill I got out; gave him 75 
paisa. We had a tea and some dall with R. Bikeboy came back; didn’t like ¼ roop 
with King George VI on it; I had to give him a different one. Haven’t figured that 
one out yet, but we all had a good chuckle over it, including him. These people 
make no demands, don’t care if you don’t buy, want to chat, stare, grin, 
appreciate smallest baksheesh, or even a kind or friendly apology. There is not 
anxiety, ‘bad vibes’, feeling of distrust or danger as I occasionally got flashes of 
(in Qom, Istanbul, Lahore.) Peace, calm, work without resignation but with 
dignity, total laissez-faire, understanding without words, not a glimmer of hostility 
– what a wonderful place to be, and it is so beautiful, too.

A brief run to Vrindivar, with an astonishing red, totally un-Hindu temple 
porch with real Gothic vaulting and cuneiform shape, very, very busy weird 
indescribable tiering both up and down, screened windows (against birds). All 
deep red. Put up 1590 – western influence? Aurangzeb knocked off top few 
stories out of spite during a Muslim festival. Across the way (around hordes of 
beggar ladies, which fuddles me entirely) was the sanctuary of Krishna and 
Gopis and Radha, whose main enclosure was closed to foreigners. Rather rough 
Krishnas carved in stone relief on the tapered, tiered linga, not so hot, but lots of 
long passageways.

{We} spent night at Sikandra in gorgeous thatched house with wide 
cream-pillared verandah ad superb gardens. On the floor for 1R each, despite 
entreaties to take the room. 

7-XII, Monday, (SIKANDRA) AGRA [258], 7-29/8-1-05
AKBAR’S TOMB: fresh and bright in the morning sun. Far more traditional 

style, as Jahangir’s. Very large square garden, four iwans (South making 
monumental gate, set on 3’ platform; North in inexplicably total ruin.) Large 
arcade around ground floor of tomb itself, after long flat drained red pools (1’ 
deep). Also low platform. No dome: layers three recedingof flat topped delicate 
arcades – all in red. Top layer all marble grilled and white: didn’t climb up, but 



report said each section of 500 small grills all different. Octagonal bandstands at 
four corners of arcade. Tops of four entranceways accentuated with marble 
designs (South one and gate sumptuous and very complex with Qurghla 
inscriptions 2’ wide all around – very like muslim stuff in Iran) and high, flat 
rectangular white kiosks raised over entrance. Symmetry very evident, easy to 
draw from memory, unlike the incredible intricacy of the Hindoo red temple at 
Vrandivar, impossible to retain on the mental retina. I was involved in wildlife 
more: small green long-tailed parrots in great numbers, like moss on the stones, 
screeching in flight, cooing near speech in cracks in the bays. Hairy black-faced 
grey long-tailed monkeys in trees, holding babies, looking around vaguely, one 
redfaced strong red-balled baboon with Neumann ears and sour expression. 
Adolescent play, swift chase by baboon of male monkey. Boy gave me chapatti 
pieces, asked shyly baksheesh. Lank gray vultures, identifiable by white collar, 
bald head, hunched swings, sitting in tops of high palms. Peaceful well-tended 
gardens again, so impossible in Iran (and not seen in Greece or Yugoslavia) 
really make for relaxation and languorous sensuous enjoyment. Tomb proper 
down dark slate chute into deep hole with high windows, dim like Mordor tower. 
Decorated round room after entrance – paintings, inscriptions, octagonal flavor. 
Gold embossed patterns in lined segments.

TAJ MAHAL: [small drawing] Prefaced by many lovely red buildings, 
domed and colonnaded. Water, even only a few inches deep in reflecting pool, 
did its job. Dazzling white marble toward noontime. Minarets too accentuated in 
hard bricks – detract from sensuous focus on [the] whole. Pat finds the white 
marble too cold in the shade, too hot in the sun. Tsk, tsk. Man asked me if we 
were Japanese. Noon whistle sounds like the one down on Dexter Street 
[Providence, RI]. Jumna thin and sluggish. Minarets like funny pawns. Chauvinist 
guide book increasingly exasperating. Marble off-white lined and grained. Only 
twelve years to make it. [footnote: 22 all-inclusive. 11 tiny domes on each side 
over gateway (?)] Tombs on ground floor, but screened visiting place – what a 
screen! Inlaid with live-looking flowers – roses etc. in red carnelian, striped agate, 
black onyx, deep blue lapis, light blue turquoise, yellow goldstone, green jade, 
orange bloodstone, and bits of tiger-eye and ruby, I think. Each section of screen 
(6’ x 12’ x 1’) a single slab of marble, elegantly carved. Bare foots up stairs, 
crawling with Injuns, a few tourists. A small bush grew out of Arabic lettering at 
the top of the main door on North side. I hocked a louie on the floor of the inner 
chamber. Gardens really rich and elegant, as expected. Must be the most 
graceful and elegant Mogul building we’ve seen: not a surprise after all we’ve 
been exposed to since Turkey, but certainly tombs or mosques that follow will 
seem, perhaps, anticlimactic. Minor panels same on sides as on angles, simple 
rectangles repeated with that tried-and-true patterning. Didn’t deem the lovely 
side red buildings in attendance worth visiting somehow, the Taj itself was such a 
dazzler. Tiny flowers on screen (2” idameter) were done in striped agate, the 
grain of which was specially chosen to look natural, and the flowers looked real – 
3-dimensional effect, white striped side falling on the lighter side from a certain 
angle. (Finer than table at Pitti Palace). 
NOTE (in caps); Moslems forbidden to draw or sculpt idols (animate beings) and 



rarely had even people (except Ali Capu). Hindoos no such thing. Moslems 
ruined most Hindoo temples when in power. But all Moslem buildings retained 
now, glorified with gardens. 

AGRA FORT: Jahangir’s Palace [much hindu art work here] first dome 
alternated 32 petals chevroned, odd bitty decor rare. [tiny icon of sculptured wall] 
niches 5-3-1 on squinches, little bud-shaped tits hanging off arches, arched 
pigeonholes around entire enclosure at 6 feet. Large courtyard with peculiar 
overhanging supports covered in serpents and dragons. Opens onto screened 
windows to river – unlike Delhi has a wide moat, twin turrets (octagonal 
bandstands) and a large unlept private garden within high retaining walls – far 
less ‘low’ and simple than Delhi, though important little beautiful buildings back 
onto the riverside wall. By side door to Diwan-I-Haas, in shiny polished marble, 
same basic patterns [arch in rectangle] but more scrolly and elaborate and 
INSET an inch or two or three into the walls – unique feature here. In Delhi 
practically superficial set-in. Large square proportioned courtyards. Tanks and 
fountains all [two circles with dots joined by pointed arch] shaped, scallop round 
edges. [Pat inserts: Not really as delicately decorated as the buildings in Delhi 
fort esp. the Diwan-I-Khan.] [in margin: SILLY/DILLY, OINK/OINK, PIGGY/
WIGGY, PAT/CAT, PURPLE/PURPLE, PUCE/PCUE, TAJ/TAJ, 263/263 [page 
number repeated]

MOTI MASJED (“Pearl Mosque”, maybe 150’ sq; built by Shah Jahan after 
he moved the capital to Delhi, from 1647) far finer than Delhi – largest marble 
mosque in the world. Quiet and serene except for parrots next door. No 
recessing of arch designs; black lines only on slightly indented rectangles in wall, 
repeated on floors in beige and black. 3 tiny kiosks on each Iwan, arcades join all 
sides, scalloped nine times each. Very integral whole, as is (having great time 
sketching today, though doing mizzubly) the whole group of buildings, 
thematically unified. A delicious little building, Pat and I sat over on the marbled 
canopies as the sun went down. As we went into the courtyard, monkeys furtively 
came down banisters and lurked in a line in the central gardens, babies rollicking, 
but a few small boys emerged, breaking the silence, and threw clods at them and 
they furiously retreated back up to the second story. Richard found us and 
showed us the mirrored baths, where a match produced marvelous flickerings – 
imagine what a hundred candles (in those arched little niches) with water 
cascading in front of it would set off! And the tiney ladies’ mosque thru the 
passage and up the stairs, with a good view of courtyard, little mosque domes, 
and the backside of the lovely Taj in the growing dusk. A fine display, all in all! I 
liked the buildings per se better than the Delhi Fort, but not the closed-in 
colonnaded cloisters. Not so much free-range space here, though perhaps better 
organization of the architecture, both in building and in planning. The gate going 
out had large turrets done in tiled sections, somewhat ruined, but we hadn’t seen 
the like since He rat. In front of Shah Jahangir’s [world-seizer] Palace (seen 
coming in, long red arches facing green grass) giggly braided girls were climbing 
steps into a monster stone bowl. Jahangir had acquired it in 1611, for what 
purpose one can only surmise [purple Jesus?] Large black slab on top deck 
hewn out of meteorite that fell at Allahabad, crack caused by British cannonball 



as, presumably, was the big hole (a parrot in it!) in Diwan-I-Hass next to it. 
Rushbrook-Williams strangely silent, though he mentions the “graceful gift of 
Lord Curzon” in Akbar’s Tomb. That boy needs a new edition – definitely. 

Had curries at Jaggi restaurant, bought nice ivory spoon for Babs.
SOME BREAD TYPES: (tandoor) CHAPATI, NAN, KULCHA, PARATHA; 
BHATURA, PURI (thin), PAPAD (very thin, corn), ROTI (puffs up, thin). 
FAT RUSKS WITH TEA, DUDE = MILK.

TAJ MAHAL: I expected it to be transformed by moonlight. I expected 
certain affecting responses. But I didn’t anticipate the great gleaming ghostly 
presence, the benign yawning of the arches, the white giant with a pulse and 
bloodheat. It was ineffably romantic walking through the gardens with Pat, ever 
aware of the moon, shadows, its watchful guardian presence. Like a whale 
yawning to invite us in. The minarets lost their hardness, threw deep shadows. 
The reflecting pools were all filled and their surface gave back the luminous Taj 
and the silver ha’penny moon. We had it all to ourselves, talking in whispers. The 
symmetry was perfect, [so] compelling that I felt a tinge of annoyance that the 
moon from the high West left the East outer pair of arches in dusk. We slowly 
circled from the moonside, by the lovely neglected red mosque, along the glinting 
Jumna, as the mists rolled in and wetly obscured the vision slightly. The sounds 
seemed transfixed in time: fireworks popped, an hour later the bank 
reverberated. As we left, a long shrill flute (like No Music, or Paul Horn) held me 
spellbound, chilled to the marrow with its unearthly beauty. I thought of other 
beautiful buildings, but none seemed to stick, or matter. I couldn’t believe how 
impressed and moonstruck I was. Pat felt it, too, and we were quite giddy. 
Knowing the why of the place added to its romance and sense of outgoing love. 
The warmth of the marble was amazing, it was like animal heat the way the 
marble soaked in the heat of the sun and let it slowly out of its pores. Glints in the 
corner facing [the] moon were like elf-glows. We entered with stately reverence 
and spent minutes poring the real tombs of Jahan and Mumtaz below. A proud 
bald bearded chokkidoar sat [seated himself] silently in front of one. The inlay 
work was jewel-like, rockhard, slabs of solid translucent marble. Black characters 
all over Mumtaz, Shah’s only flowered, double size, with mezuzah on top 
[drawing]. Upstairs reproductions again more fascinating by night. A single brass-
pierced lamp threw spattered blurred blobs of light all over the room. With simple 
geometry the screen took on fascinating luminous snowflake effects. A boy with 
flashlight pointed out so many intricate designs, points of superb craftsmanship, 
pretty bits of stone – and we absorbed it in quiet acceptance and joy. The 
chokkidar wailed two high reverberating notes (second half-tone below) for a 
slight, balding bespectacled westerner alone in blue suit, a Mr. Chips figure. The 
sound swung swooningly around all eight sides of the room and seemed to leak 
out the open door gradually. It sounded pained, biblical, a Judaic wail of 
bereavement. My senses were glutted, seething; I fell in love with the moment, 
the night, the moon, the Taj. (When I slept, I dreamt of Mahals of different types, 
deep in my mind.) Seeing marble knick-knacks after this seemed inexpressibly 
trivial. 



8-XII, Tuesday, (SIKANDRA) [268], 8-1-05/4-14-06
Fathephur Sikri was an isolated city briefly occupied by Akbar but 

abandoned intact because of water [shortage] (only one well to supply whole 7 
sq. mi. city). Now boys sell it from earthen jugs for whatever-you-like. Red, 
square-cut, more hindu than Moslem with squarish low columns, peculiar 
staggered supports sharply eaved roofs. But Moslem design also discernible—
geometric sreens, kiosks, archways like middle Gothic (not too sharp). There are 
occasional plain niches arched, unscalloped, as we have seen, but odd effects 
like lines across squinches and other individual unclassifiable patterns (see 
notebook sketches). My sketches absorbed me fanatically – it made me 
alternatively exhilarated amd touchy. You reveal yourself: no perspective 
concentrate on small indiviual objects,large scenes [become] disastrous even 
from single-line wrong-direction angle, bad temper, good sense of form.

Comparisons with Persepolis arise. More humane and playful, though 
curiously awkward designs at times. I think Akbar must have known how to enjoy 
himself, though he was a bit impetuous, not knocking a few wells first. Darius’ 
megalomania would be laughed at here. 

It was a relaxing enjoyable turn we had through here, though altercations 
with Richard over expenditures seem inevitable. He is cautious and I imprudent 
by nature; he conservative, me generous; he tolerant, me irascible. I feel, 
somewhat childishly, that bars on free spending are an affront to my freedom. 
Phooey. Of course, he’s write [sic] and unassailable, as usual.

The Diwan-I-Am was thoroughly different from Delhi [so casually laid out] 
and so delicious a building. A long severe [long rectangle cut on top by very small 

one] with square-browed colonnade [tiny drawing in 1/8th of a line] screens 
superbly varied (see sketchbook). Panch Mahal a five-tiered pyramid of squarish 
hindoo columns and absurd stuckout ‘capitals’. Good view of alluvial plain and 
domes of mosque and surrounding red edifices. Diwan-I-Khar a converted Cape 
Cod with kiosks! Weid pillar with capital of widening nightsticks supported Akbar 
who sat (on swivel chair?) with ministers at each corner and [large black X] 
approach from each corner. While he faces two, others attack or make faces, or 
cornuti at him. Fine design but poor strategy. Which reminds me of his 
unfortunate minister B_______ who, a brilliant courtier, minister, intellect and wit, 
was temperamentally not of a military penchant and, when placed at the head of 
a large army, met disastrous defeat and his own death. A poor choice as 
commander-in-chief. Wits and savants rarely make good ones. Anyway, he had a 
fine house, effusively decorated without. Miriam’s house and a few other rooms 

had a loaf-of-bread ceiling [1/4th line drawing] with articulated stone slabs. Nice 
variation. Mosque was separated, a wide area, a few buildings inside; swarming 
with guides and vendors. One’s eye was drawn immediately to white marble 
domed small tomb with the most amazing canopy struts [tiny drawing] and 
honeycombed grills ‘round the outside. It was the resting place of Akbar’s Guru, 
or prime saint, and the tomb itself draws tourists and flashcubes because it’s all 
mother-of-pearl with neat dots of brass in the middle. Well fitted, but some wags 
pulled out a few bits with fingernails. Local successors to the saint exhort 



generous contributions to their favorite charities.
A little Muslim kid, Selim Ali, attached himself to me and told a few bits in 

picked-up English, held my book while I sat in a corner and drew a pic of West [?] 
Iawn. Strange combination of Hindu columns and trim with Moslem dome, 
arches, etc. In fact the styles seem to have hit head on rather than merged at all. 
Irreconcilable as [the] religions themselves (or rather their practitioners!) But it’s 
all in good fun, and Akbar had his fling at attempted fusion. I think that Jahan’s 
later efforts owe less to Hindu than Persian influence, but that is unfounded 
conjecture (hem-hem). 

Back at the Archeological Rest House – a delightful place with 
unfortunately rather high prices (8.50 per room), a fine lunch was prepared by the 
chef (prepaid, 7.50) – vegetarian, of course. I was fagged, but it was decided to 
go to the Little Taj. After tea (I say!) Pat and I took a slow stroll to the Akbar Tomb, 
which was very close, to look at the sparrot [sic] hanging like little green 
gargoyles off the Chinese eaves. We’re still toying with the idea of going to 
Ceylon even if Richard can’t afford it. It was a gorgeous afternoon – I still can’t 
get over the superb weather all along. [all autumn]

We drove away leaving some things on the table, swearing to return at 8. 
Our reception had been a bit cooler by the portly day chokky because some 
bigwigs had booked ‘our’ room officially. We parked on this side of the Jumna 
rather than fool with the complicated bridge (So broad needed leverage many 
spans back on this side). The river split in two streams with a large white sand 
island in the middle. Imagine roaring full tide after monsoon! Pat and I tried 
blackcoated water chestnuts that looked like charcoal bits.

Late as it was, sun just setting, we were allowed into the I’timad-ud-
Dalam, one of the princes’ tombs. The proportions were tiny – little 25’ minarets 
you had to duck to get out on, all in whitish marble exquisitely inlaid with beige 
pastels – spruce trees, vases, circular budded flower patterns and other designs 
of delicacy and sweetness. Erected in 1628, it was the first example of extensive 
building inlay work, forerunner to Taj. The sun left red smears on the skyline as 
belching smoke from tower stacks north swept across the sky. 

But the damn uninvited ‘watchman’ (no guide!) kept appearing at my 
shoulder. “This tomb. This marble. This Jumna.” Thanks, pal. These obsequious 
people must merely be trying t look helpful to try to wangle a few coppers. When 
we treat them with disdain it’s not enough; they persist, particularly if they don’t 
speak English. Their presence is unnecessary and their trite remarks spoil the 
sense of discovery. We’ll have to firmly shoo them away in the future. If they 
asked [for] baksheesh they might get a few anna. I’m afraid it’s our guilt response 
to their ulterior motives that gets us down; typically tourists think others all deem 
them too rich and prosperous. 

We got caught up in a Hindoo wedding when stopping for a snack near 
Jaggi’s Hotel. What a commotion! A 15-piece brass band [clarinet, trumpet, 3 
cornets, 4 valve trombones, 2 mellophones, 2 tubas, 2 percussion (bass and 
tom] gradually assembled versus two local drummers pounding out so-called 
Punjabi dance which looked like twist or jerk or anything-you-please: only the 
kids indulged in it. Mr. S. P. Seigel, a portly benign business-like gentleman and 



Soni a lisping, portly, gauzy-dressing factory owner at 25) spoke to us in 
endearing terms. Mr. Seigel is off to Washington forever in two weeks; I gave him 
Aunt margaret’s address and Marsha Queen’s. I also asked -- since he wanted to 
know what to take over to sell and I suggested stones, saris, and spices – if he’d 
mail Phyllis a sari from D.C., specifying color, so as to make it by her wedding. 
He graciously complied. There was marching through the streets, fireworks 
galore, a fat Sikh shooting blanks straight up from a shotgun, dancing with the 
drunken uncles and father of the groom most uninhibitedly. Little kids shook my 
hand as if I were some dervish to idolize! (Unfortunately, Pat was joyfully 
received but ultimately swamped and mauled, which considerably traumatized 
her in future days, since in her mind it proved my faithlessness and lack of true 
affection. Well, I’ll let her work it out for herself, not changing my my basic 
attitude.) 

There were twenty guys carrying lights on their heads, heavy lamps 
balanced mutely for hours. The thought chills me, especially one guy with a huge 
lamp and pictures of Krishna on either side of a reflector [tiny drawing] must’ve 
weighed 50 lbs. Much food and festivity later. When a dolly with tabla and 
wisecrack entrepreneur Jack Lemmon [like] accordionist made about 40 rupees 
in 10 minutes, I wanted to get my horn to give it a go. Perhaps greedy for a 
highway & byway guest, but I figured I could bring some western element of 
entertainment, too. But with all the palaver of driving around with guys who didn’t 
know the roads and being a bit in the bag, we didn’t return until wholesale eating 
had begun, so my wailing with the tabla player, as much as it may have pleased 
ourselves and our immediate coterie who clapped furiously, the palmgreasing set 
of roaring uncles and Sikhs were stuffing their faces on the far side of the big-top. 
Dear dear. I enjoyed the release of energy, however, and was longing to have a 
munch.

Cokes were sipped with pleasure; perhaps if I exerted myself more I would 
find [Coke] the active person’s natural drink (yecch). (I wonder how Wayne and 
Terry Lee are?) We were finally herded off to a far corner, I shed my wilted lei, we 
sat for a while in restless anticipation with several of the youngbloods. Food 
came – rich, plentiful, vegetarian: cashews in cheesy wheat paste (pasad, like at 
the gurpuram in Delhi), highly spiced eggy cauliflower, raitha, various fruits. Talk 
was restrained and polite. One oily little fellow with square watch and glasses 
and dapper suit, training to be a commercial pilot (biggest money in all India) 
later weaseled me for a ‘bank-rate’ dollar. Ashok, an architect, proved to be 
sensitive, conscientious and vocal. Annoyed at travel restrictions, he was working 
hard on projects etc. in Delhi but seemed to be a stifled genius somehow.

Slept under stars again outside locked gate (after the guests decided that 
sneaking us into the hotel would be imprudent.) 

9-XII, Wednesday, (JHANSI) [276], 4-15-06
Our goods returned, paid difference. Today we refused the gardener biys a 

tip for having kipped on the lawn. They watched us pack with fascination and left 
dejected. Sikandra Tomb gateway glistened brilliantly in the sun: a fine spot. Pat 
morose all day – hid herself in The French Lieutenant’s Woman. Hope she snaps 



out of it; she damps all of me. 
Blessedly boring countryside: might be Warwickshire, except for people 

and bullock carts and weird signs. Read Swami’s life under Ramakrishna’s 
guidance – fascinating peripetation [?] and emergence of a great character. Can’t 
wait to see his accomplishments among worldly men.

Gwalior Fort afforded us our monthly constitutional, we walked around one 
enormous side of it, and back. The place is set on a huge sudden outcrop – 
completely walled with a few kiosks poking up. It must be at least a kilometer 
long on the side we attempted. The town is busy, with old temples and other 
curious devotional structures used as shops on the tight streets. One little girl 
had a pet deer tethered at her door. 

A lunch stop provided a bit of mutton and very hot veggies. A spotted dog 
we threw a bone to nipped a puppy who yelped in pain. The dog was booted out 
of the back room, and the puppy inherited the rest of the nice bones we dropped, 
as well as a consoling ear-scratch. Across from us a skilled mason was 
cementing over a brick outcrop which had a small votive temple and Mogul-
influenced arch [pic]. He did a good deal in the 20 minutes we watched him. We 
weren’t ogled here, being perpendicular to the front room. Quarters behind us 
though looked very broken and cheerless, and a ragged haggard woman peered 
at us sadly. I gave another ten paisa outside the car, and I cannot determine 
whether her look was of disappointment or grateful acceptance. But if it is given 
cheerfully with a good heart, no beggar should complain, accepting the littlest bit 
from wherever it comes. Saw a man smoke a chillum; I don’t suppose it had any 
‘stuff’ in it.

After a fruitless series of askings at Jhansi, we doubled back to rest 
house, which we shared with Bulgarian diplomat, portly man, portly wife, 
vermilion hair, two very pretty young daughters, elder saucy and independent. 
Pat no better: I made it worse by indicating somehow indifference. Scrabble: 
despite Richard’s two clearouts DI[_]GUST and IN[_]ERRED, I nosed him by 30, 
though stuck with Q for eight rounds. No reading or writing. 

M.P. = Madhya Pradesh. Platform = jagati, sanctum = garbha griha; vestibule = 
antarala; hall = mandapa; porch = ardha-mandapa; inner ambulatory = [?]; 
basement = adhishthana; wall = jhangha. 

10-XII, Thursday, (MANDLA, 12 mi. before PANNA) [278], 4-15-06
KHOJURAHO
LAKSHMI TEMPLE: ridged vertically, tiny, porch, [pic] –topped, red 

doorway, many-armed fatties on capitals, walk-around. 
VARAHA TEMPLE: (boar = Vishnu) larger still, mall, huge wart-hog inside 

covered with Buddha [pic] roof, four-nubbed ‘capitals’ over pillars, no ambulatory.
LAKSHMANA: sentry boxes, double stair, landing tiny porticoes, 4 flanking 

temples larger than Lakshmi, brighter stone (gold-beige / pinkish), carvings 2’ at 
eye level. [pic] lotus dome. Incredibly elaborate piling on big temple, shrines in 
walls around sides, base frieze of figures rampant on Ganesh heads. Lotus invert 
in peaceful prosperity; closed means beauty. Voluptuous women, handsome 



men, only one or two joined out of several hundred sculptures. Fine rich 
modeling, careful attention to detail: ten layers of sculpture, some very tiny 
friezes, before tapering linga, in between squarish corners. Interior another 
structure with preceding altar canopied and pillared. Figures inscrutable, weird. 
Procession around jagati elephants, warrior horses, miniature, funny Elgin 
marbles. Stylized elephant drains, extremely uneven lines: Greeks’d shit!

KANDARIYA: Mountainous structure, layered like rock strata. Exterior 
similar but finer. Single figures most common. Balconies, too. Vaults full of rococo 
nicks, scallops – horrible but exuberant. Monster heaqds leer out of corners, 
seeming to be part of the design at first. (lingam = creation) Fat toby capitals, fine 
figures, some ruined. How much more spontaneous and sensuous than Spartan 
Greek art! 200 sculptors, one each per month, 7 ½ years. Upanishads: in 
embrace man forgets world, becomes one with Brahman.

MAHADEO: “Leogriff” matches strenght with man. No interior. Sloping at 
front like others on this plane. Two red columns support. Hindu view of union is 
individual soul with universal. Sex symbol of this power of release and liberation. 
Kichaka = weight-lifter holding up columns. Bases granite, temples buff 
sandstone from Panna, E, bank of the Ken River (20 miles) where we spent 
night.

DEVI JATAMBA: amorous couple in kisses with magic touch at lips, 
breast, thighs.

CHITTRAGUPTA: articulated triple corner [pic], central platform for lion 
comes low. [pic] fabulous playground for squirrels on about 20 shelves all the 
way around. Lichen blotches on N. side. Half-buried Ganeshas on ground; 
sculptures on front of base.

PARVATI: Tiny rigid straight linga, large plinth, muc white and red paint 
evident. Lintel ornate, rest simple.

VISHNAWATHA: A few more explicit goosings, but amazingly detached 
amid other activities, tiny and large frieze. Bold bars under porch; 1 side temple.

NANDI: Vishnu as bull. All porch [pic] roofshape. Facing Vishnu on same 
platform. Big Ganeshas at foot.

We didn’t see the Hanuman statue or the jain temples or inspect the place 
very thoroughly at all. But travel we must. Pat moped about criss-crossing our 
paths with tears welling behind sunglasses. I was annoyed, but realized it was 
something I said. I had too bluntly and rashly said I didn’t feel any special 
affection for her. Unnecessarily cruel and basically untrue: but I don’t keep tabs 
on my utterances, am unpredictable and impetuous to myself. We came to terms 
however and that patched things up considerably: it doesn’t take much effort to 
be kind and considerate – I’m too goddam headstrong. 

Richard’s absolute refusal to admit doubt or evidence any vulnerability 
looks to me more like inhuman denial rather than self-reliance and restraint. I can 
admire his rational discretion, determination, tolerance and hard work, but his 
coldness, cockiness, slighting subtly others’ enthusiasms and interests, are signs 
of unkindness, unfeeling, and unfortunately cold nature. Cannot relate or warm to 
him despite four months on the road. Oh dear. He will set off argumentative 
remarks for the sheer cussedness of being contrary.



At a rest house by the Ken River we cooked up Kabul-bought cuttlefish 
with rice and gave the remainder to watchdogs, pleasant pooches. We dug no 
further into diminishing supply of beans and corned beef. Last night we ditched 
split basket, honey (mess!), old veg and rice. Went into village to obtain milk: 
short man with fine moustache and several kids donated. It really did wonders for 
the good tea on fine service. Inspected the gardens by full moon. (Took photo in 
morning.)

Pat came to me in the night and we made some beautiful love, sustaining 
it nearly an hour. If I didn’t pamper and cuddle her so much, she’d be around like 
this more often. Stupid. 

11-XII, Friday, (ALLAHABAD) [282], 6-15-06
Anyone interested in the history of bridge construction would have a ball 

reading the descriptions by the road: dimensions, particulars, dates, agencies. 
Over the Ken, which we could see from our guest house, this morning [we went] 
into Mandla, where I delivered a roll of tin-foil to the man who gave us milk. He 
seemed pleased, and several of them waved as we pulled out. Piglets galore, 
and a lambkin nudging at the teat. There was a sign: GHAT BEGINS. ?! We 
looked around for a burning ghat or a bathing ghat. But R.W. informs that it may 
be a mountain pass or a range of hills. Later: GHAT ENDS. From yesterday’s flat 
scrub-tree grazing land, these hills are heavily wooded – but soon back to 
normal: wide one-lane road with broad reddish shoulders, trees both sides. The 
rule of the road here is to yield to big – bikes move for us, we move for trucks 
and buses, which hold tenaciously to the tarmac. There’s no question of eac 
moving off halfway. 

The Indians are not great eaters-out. The finest (?) restaurant in Agra 
(Jaggi’s) was starving and rather poorer than the lowly Indian ones in London (no 
velveteen walls, either!) Onions have a particularly oily tang to them here, and 
are frequently quite hot. Took a photo of men washing clothes in the river (after 
the Ken, tributary to Jamna). If women can build roads (countless headbaskets of 
earth and water), I guess men can wash clothes.

At tea in Panna we collected a crowd; lunch in Rewa surrounded by 
sentimental pictures of Krishna / Radha / baby, gopi play, and other 
anthropomorphic confabulations, no better or worse than plastic Jesi. Bananas 
75p for a dozen. Lentils and chapattis [make] far more basic diet here than rice. 
Women continue to impress me with innate grace and poise – calm pure hearts, 
sweet smiles. Family planning ads with stylized man, wife, and two kids appear 
everywhere accompanied by the red [inverted triangle]. As Jhagreesh said, it’s 
impossible for the modern Indian family not to take it into account, though large 
families still persist de to woman’s feeling it’s expected of her to produce as much 
as possible, and children of peasants being the Family Treasure.

The cycle of death and rebirth through countless ages seems to foster 
mad procreation to push souls along hopefully, agonizingly, thru tribulations, 
across the ocean of Maya again and again, striving not to down but to reach the 
receding far shore (Nirvana, realization). Viewed with that cycle in mind, the 
seemingly pointless lives of these millions of people, groveling in the dust with 



penny-a-day jobs, minute areas of travel and reference points take on a new 
significance, seem equal to our own vapid, aimless wanderings. How much more 
do we understand of ourselves and our souls than these wretched (in our eyes) 
folk? The answer is nothing more. Each man has his karma and duty to tend to, 
and (self-made) obligations to carry out. One must appreciate and respect all 
roads to God.

Allahabad was well-spaced, not a building being nearer the road than 10 
yards, 20 for fine homes. But the doors were shut at M.E.S. Inspection House, 
PWD Rest House, Circuit House. Much mad rumbling about and grumbling. 
Pecuilar old neo-roman-gothic church in the middle of roundabout. Lots of poor 
people sitting about in this grand atmosphere, under big trees, at stalls, by 
rickshaw stands. Tourist bungalow was yellow motel with free dorm spaces; we 
kipped opposite a young man and wife and daughter who came from Rewa on 
his scooter to register it in person in order to retain his plate. I can sympathize 
with that with my old EBONY Volvo [1959 black BV544]. He said we shouldn’t 
have missed the white tiger there, who has just produced progeny shipped to 
USA. We also talked a bit with two men (father & son) from Darjeeling who said 
we must visit sometime.

I was very pleased to find, after mediocre dinner, that American textbooks 
are reprinted here for a fraction of US retail price. A large anatomy book ($18.75) 
was here only 28 rupees. If the US is giving that kind of aid, that’s tremendous! 
The bloody armaments will only bring India to grief.

Neither crockery nor paper nor cutlery are in evidence in poorer chai & 
sweet shops, with their rickety wood platforms, tables, benches, reed and 
bamboo walls and rooves. Broad leaves are used for serving food and eating 
from. People use fingers to eat. Even rush baskets are made and disposed of, as 
well as earthenware pots for liquids. Labour and materials are so common and 
cheap this is most practicable. Women and kids cloistered in courtyard at rear. 
Sweets – sticky, gooey, sickly – abound: laddoos, gulab jaman, jellabies, barfi 
and innumerable variants, as well as milk, curds, etc. Then the cows eat the 
leaves! And they make, as a last resort, bags exclusively out of discarded 
newspaper! And nobody gets sick or dies from eating it. Talk about maximum 
utility! And we call it unrealistic, their not wanting plastic everything. I played 
Scrabble badly – hoping and waiting is always bad – Richard nosed me by 19.

12-XII, Saturday, ALLAHABAD [286], 6-15-06
Lazed in sun chairs with Pat til noon, reading more of the Swami’s life, 

increasingly fascinating. 
After R washed engine, we drove down thru the fort area to the confluence 

of the Holy Rivers. We walked down to Sangam Flats which formed river bed 
during monsoon – covered with telephone poles and scattered people – many 
gray acres, Ganges unseen. A Dixieland band accompanied boys holding very 
high bamboo pole with fag on it, or rather gold and red banner. They were doing 
tricks with the pole. It was all casual, spontaneous, loose. When they circled 
around the far side onto the mud plain, and we cut across tree-covered half-
paved road, they clashed with another band and got flags tangled, as well as 



music. Parades seem private, pocket affairs. Beggars with tin bowls, cows free 
ranging, babies, pilgrims, boatwallahs, all on the bare side of the fort which has a 
steep path of alluvial mud around one side. A boatman hounded us, we got from 
6 to 2; once in the boat he said 2 each way, but we ignored him. Jumna green 
and sluggish, Ganges here whitish and quick. At the confluence demarcation 
many boats, kiosks, reed roves, banners of all sorts – the destination of our 
parade. Fever of plunging, merrymaking rites in boats or washing. A moment for 
photo and hasty sketching. Motley crowd all intent on own business, but working 
in a cooperative (Neil Murray) way, visually, all tied up spiritually, not 
economically. United bustle. Spent the afternoon chasing pork in market – 
everybody sends [us] in different direction. Calcutta man & son (pleased to see 
us) guided us to laundry (shut tomorrow). Walk thru alley – a lovely triangular 
square with enormous tree shading everything, cows nearly knock you down. 
Bought veg from a street stall. Saw old Chevvy soft-top roaring thru market: this 
the land of urban cows and bicycles. Blur of spokes and telephone wires and hot 
wires and smog. Kwality manager had boy lead me to the butcher’s, where an 
English fat housewife was bargaining for butter in little wrapped pats. No sign of 
cheese. Nice chunks of frozen pork lying about. Grabbed a chunk of 1 ½ lb. And 
the waiter paid. Pat fried it with onions and eggplant – delicious! Muslim chef at 
Kwality (with somewhat distasteful expression) cut it up, then washed his hands. 
Played scrabble and read in the lounge afterward. Shared room with Satish, 
handsome affable young Delhi engineer.

[wheel] DHAMA CHAKRA (wheel of Ashoka righteousness)
{AHICHCHHTRA, KAUSAMBI, GANDHARA} main centers represented in 
museum

[page of Hindi scripted in Sanskrit]

SIVA  PARVATI  ADINATH  CHANDRA  PRABHU  BRAHMANI
BHERO  TARA  RAMA LAKSHMAN
NAHIKA  SANTINATH  BUDDHA  VISHNU  AMBHIKA  ASTABHA
UMA MAHESHWAR  MITUN  YAKSH  
ADIVARHA  NURSINGH  CHHAPWA  SURYA

13-XII, Sunday, (VASANARI) [289], 6-16-06
Sanskrit numbers across top of page written by Sotish (?): 6, 0, 8, 5, 1, 2, 4, 9, 
10, 7 3 6; “Lucknow soap” is “anise seed”

Caht with Sotish over morning tea on cement isolated patio, with 
gardeners hosing on all sides (they must go mad in summer). Busy, but 
thoughtful and outspokenly gentle; nice looking chap.

Allahabad Museum – full of bouncy dancing birls and nice red terracotta 
and stone statues. A few Gupta Budhs, Mohenjodaro fragments. Names on 
opposite page [see above] represented, discovered orthography thru help of local 
engineering students. Guide a bit officious but rather helpful – polite antipathy 



between the two groups over function of Yakshes. I found that they were not 
used as underworld or death deities, but nothing positive[ly]. Like others, the 
guide can be polite, courteous, informative, well-intentioned, but odiously 
obsequious ad coercive in dragging one about. One never knows if they are 
offended when one removes oneself abruptly, even with lavish apologies. There 
was a drainpipe of jutting female pregnant torso: superbly funny. I sat on well-
tended lawn under tall straight palm and flowing shade tree until ordered off by 
crotchety chokky with bayonet to [go to] external teashop. 

Driving out [of town] we stopped for a moment and a guy told me his life 
was empty because his father died when he was two! He asked me what he 
should do to avoid depression and despair. I told him to love his mother and his 
wife, work hard, be kind and generous to others, and all would go well with him. 
Jesus! Am I to teach this spiritual race?

Benares was very old, indeed, even the cantonment was wriggly. Dak 
Bungalow was outrageous 5R each, touristic omen for the town, we said we’d 
camp for 1. But when we turned into the center and made for the river, we found 
a houseboat readily offered for use by Pryaga Ghat, the one dedicated to the 
Goddess of Smallpox, one of the busiest gahts going. We met Michael Rigbye, 
the young jolly, witty, congenial Australian in dhoti and flowered white shirt. Spoke 
with a Saint Louis boy with long drawl on the steps of a ghat next to Burning 
Ghat. Pat and I slept on the damp roof with the river sounds, gentle rocking, big 
moon. 


